Connection Tube

• Please form a circle
• All of the things we talked about happen successfully when our camp is cohesive and connected
• Starts with us, the staff team
• We lead by example with a connected team effort
• What are the benefits of connections?
• Why is it important at camp? (for campers, for staff)
• Use tube to show that amazing things can happen when everyone is connected & working effectively as a team
• What happens when anyone breaks the connection?
• When any member of the team is not giving 100%, the connection is gone and our circuit (in this case, our camp) breaks down.
• You are ALL the essential connectors who keep the circuit going at Camp.
• Your connections to each other and all of the campers will keep the energy flowing all summer and create an amazing camp experience for everyone!

Link to tube on Training Wheels, which includes product and additional activity/debrief information:

https://www.trainingwheelsgear.com/products/sci-fi-tube